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<Susan> 
	Mission Summary:

<Susan> 
Last week on the Scorpius, the crew was able to locate the whereabouts of the Founder that was hiding amongst the crew.

<Susan> 
They headed for his location, as system after system began to falter.  Once the quantum stasis field failed, the founder changed to his liquid form and made his escape from the lounge and into the corridor below where he attacked and took the identity of a Science Officer.

<Susan> 
The Founder then headed for Engineering, however the CO, XO, CSO & a visiting Klingon Captain arrived before he did.  He did manage to sabotage the plasma coolant and cause it to begin leaking.  After which he killed the Klingon Captain and kidnapped the CO.

<Susan> 
He made his escape via the one route left to him, the shuttle bay.  He is currently fleeing the area in a Warp 10 shuttle, followed closely by the CIV, XO and CSO in Warp 10 shuttles.  With the two away teams working together, will they get the Captain back?

<Susan> 
	USS Scorpius - NCC 50666
	"Code of Secrecy" - week 8

	<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<< Resume Mission >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

<CSO_Turnbull> 
@::scanning for cloaked vessels and verifying that the lifesigns of the CO are still on the shuttle::

<OPS-Anari> 
::On the Aux Bridge monitoring power levels and trying to block out the emotions from around the ship. ::

<CTO_Nmbarri> 
	::In sickbay, waiting to be released back to duty::

<XO_AQilla_Horn> 
	@::trying to lock onto the CO::

<Founder> 
@::Checking their course and speed, he runs several brief scans of the surrounding area, hoping to continue masking their trail::


<CEO_Tom_Kellenway> 
::is in ME, trying to get the warp core reinstalled and back online::

<XO_AQilla_Horn> 
	@CSO:  Anything?

<FCO_Vince> 
	::On the bridge::

<CMO_Garta> 
	::in sickbay, checking final tests on Nmbarri::

<CSO_Turnbull> 
@XO:  Seven minutes to intercept, Commander.  ::begins arming himself::

<Ens_Myrthael> 
	::sitting at the helm moving hand along the console::

<OPS-Anari> 
FCO:  Sir, I plotted the projected course of the shuttle the Founder stole prior to it going to warp.

<OPS-Anari> 
	:: Keeps her eyes on her console. ::

<CO_VanSickle> 
	@::starts to move around::

<FCO_Vince> 
OPS:  Excellent, let's hope he doesn't make too many course changes.

<CTO_Nmbarri> 
CMO: Jeni, would you mind drawing a blood sample from me, for the DNA test?

<CMO_Garta> 
	::heads to the medical lab::

<FCO_Vince> 
	*CEO*:  Lieutenant, Status

<Founder> 
@::Checking their course once again, he alters their course lightly, in the direction of several star systems, hoping to loose the following vessels. In theory if he alters his course enough, they will be unable to track his trajectory::

<XO_AQilla_Horn> 
	@CSO:  Recommendations?   I assume you have some sort of plan.

<OPS-Anari>
:: Punches a few keys to balance the power in a few systems and nods to the FCO. ::

<CEO_Tom_Kellenway> 
*FCO* We're up to our ears in this warp core, sir. Its delicate work, but we're givin' her all we've got.

<Ens_Myrthael> 
::looks at the console and checking the readings making sure everything is ok::

<CSO_Turnbull> 
@XO:  Weapons and transporter range in 3 minutes.  If we can come in quietly on his aft, we might be able to disable his shields and beam the Captain off.  I'm indexing the command codes now...

<CMO_Garta> 
	::Enters TL and orders it to the lab::

<FCO_Vince> 
*CEO*:  Understood.  What's your best guess for when we'll have warp power online?

<CO_VanSickle> 
	@::sits up:: Founder: What do you want with me?

<CTO_Nmbarri> 
	::Realizes that the CMO left prior to his asking the question::

<CMO_Garta> 
::enters the Lab and begins a full DNA analysis and comparison between T'Ran and T'Lok::

<Founder> 
@CO: I want whatever protection your presence can assure me... ::He again adjusts the course of the shuttle, scanning and checking for stellar phenomenon on his course::

<Ens_Myrthael> 
	::keeps the ship steady::

<OPS-Anari> 
:: Notes that all non-essential systems have been shut down in anticipation of the re-installation of the warp core.  Hopes the remaining systems will not over-load at the surge of power when the core comes back online. ::	

<CO_VanSickle> 
	@Founder: Protection?  Don't count on me protecting you.

<CEO_Tom_Kellenway> 
	*FCO*: Estimate...10 minutes ‘til we can go to warp.

<Susan> 
ACTION:  The shuttles' sensors detect an asteroid field 8 minutes away.

<XO_AQilla_Horn> 
@CSO:  We need to disable that shuttle.  Bring it out of warp somehow.

<Founder> 
@CO: Chances are, your crew will avoid destroying this shuttle with their precious Captain aboard...while you're my prisoner, I'm safer... ::He locates an asteroid field and sets course for the rock formations::

<FCO_Vince> 
	*CEO*:  Outstanding!  Good work, and keep me informed.

<CEO_Tom_Kellenway> 
*FCO*: I would suggest bringing systems on in groups. Don’t try to put everything online at the same time. I don’t know how well our repairs will hold.

<CMO_Garta> 
	::leaves the analysis running and heads back to sickbay::

<CO_VanSickle> 
@Founder: You should know that even though I'm the commanding officer of the Scorpius, my crew will stop at nothing to stop you.  If that means I'm sacrificed, so be it.
	
<CSO_Turnbull> 
@XO:  I am attempting a command code override of her systems, but I don't have a lot of hope for it.

<XO_AQilla_Horn> 
	@*CIV*:  Horn to Lt Cmdr Horn.  What's your location?

<Founder> 
@::Checking the computer systems, he does his best to lock out the controls with encryptions, so that if the Captain overpowers him, he is unable to pilot the vessel without the Founder's authorization::

<FCO_Vince> 
*CEO*:  You have total discretion to activate the appropriate systems from ME as you see fit, if you'd prefer.

<OPS-Anari> 
:: Punches a few keys notifying OPS personnel working on conduits when the core is scheduled to come back online. ::

<CEO_Tom_Kellenway> 
::initiates the warp core start up sequence:: *FCO*: I would, sir. Thank you. Bringing main power online shortly.

<CSO_Turnbull> 
@XO:  It's disrupting his systems, but I can't gain control.  I'm attempting to access shields...

<CIV_Russ_Horn> 
	@::Checks his sensors:: XO: Just a few minutes ahead of you.



<Founder> 
@CO: Yes...but humans and... solids... are weak when it comes to killing their own. They will falter at the thought of killing you...

<OPS-Anari> 
:: Sends a message out to all repair teams to halt repairs on any conduits as the core is coming online shortly. ::

<XO_AQilla_Horn> 
	@CSO:  Attempting to locate human bio-signs.

<Susan> 
ACTION: The CSO's attempt to access the other shuttle's controls succeeds and the Founder finds it harder to maintain control of his vessel.

<CO_VanSickle> 
	@Founder: Then you don't know about my predecessor.

<FCO_Vince> 
	*CEO*:  Acknowledged

<CSO_Turnbull>
	@*CIV*:  Commander Horn, we have a plan.  Stand by to serve as 	backup.  Going to radio silence now.  ::returns his attention to 	gaining further control of the shuttle’s instrumentation::

<CO_VanSickle> 
	@::finds the control a bit shaky::

<OPS-Anari> 
	::Monitors her console as repairs teams respond to her message.::

<FCO_Vince> 
	*CMO*:  Doctor, how is Mr. Nmbarri?

<CEO_Tom_Kellenway> 
::starts to transfer power through the conduits. Brings shields, weapons, communications online first::

<OPS-Anari> 
	:: Watches her console for any problems. ::

<CO_VanSickle> 
	@::seazes the opporutnity and makes a jump at the Founder::

<Founder> 
@::He does his best to keep control of the small vessel as he heads for the asteroid field. He hopes that if he is unable to navigate the field, the Federation officers behind him will have similar troubles::

<CIV_Russ_Horn> 
	@::raises his eyebrows at the order from the CSO but maintains 	the requested radio silence… monitors the CO’s shuttle closely 	for any chance to aid in the rescue.::

<CSO_Turnbull> 
@XO:  I have the shields under control.  Matching velocity for at-warp transfer...

<CMO_Garta> 
	::reenters sickbay:: *FCO* I'm about to release him.

<FCO_Vince> 
	OPS:  How's the startup looking?

<OPS-Anari> 
:: Punches a few buttons... ::   FCO:  It's looking very good, sir.

<CEO_Tom_Kellenway> 
	::Brings sensors, transporters, and impulse systems online::

<FCO_Vince> 
*CMO*:  Thank you Doctor.  If possible, have him report to the bridge, please.

<Founder> 
@::He swings around with a fist and swings for the Captain's jaw, hoping that he isn't too caught off guard. As the Captain dives at him, he bashes into the forward console and begins to struggle with the CO::

<Ens_Myrthael> 
	::wonders is the ship can do fast spins::

<OPS-Anari> 
	:: Sees communications is back online. ::

<CMO_Garta> 
CTO: You are free to go back to your duties Lt., just make certain you watch where you breath from now on.

<XO_AQilla_Horn> 
	@CSO:  I'm picking up human bio-signs.  Attempting to lock on.

<CO_VanSickle> 
	@::ducks the blow and send a sharp kick to the Founder's "jaw"::

<CIV_Russ_Horn>  
	::notes the erratic movement of the shuttle and prepares a 	tractor beam to slow it if needed.::

<OPS-Anari> 
	::Notes the transporters in the cargo bays are still off-line.::

<CMO_Garta> 
CTO: I believe they want you on the bridge. ::turns and heads to her office::



<CTO_Nmbarri> 
CMO: As long as I breath the same air as you. ::Smiles at the CMO::

<Susan> 
	ACTION:  The Scorpius' systems come online and register ready.

<CSO_Turnbull> 
@XO:  We have matched velocity...releasing shield control to you for transport...  ::hits a switch::

<Founder> 
@::Quickly alters his form into a gelatinous state, hoping to dampen the Captain's blow, and does his best to surround the Terran, squeezing around his arms to pin him down::

<FCO_Vince> 
	::watching his side-console::

<OPS-Anari> 
	:: Sees all the buttons on her console go to green. ::

<CMO_Garta> 
::grins and turns around at the CTO's comment:: CTO: You are definitely fine.  Go back to work.

<CTO_Nmbarri> 
	::Leaves sickbay and heads for the main bridge::

<CEO_Tom_Kellenway> 
::brings warp drive online, and all secondary systems:: *FCO*: Kellenway to bridge. Main power is back online. All systems back online. Warp power, online…

<CO_VanSickle> 
@Computer: Recognize VanSickle, Eric Michael, commanding officer! ::hits deck::

<CSO_Turnbull> 
	@::readies his phaser for founder contact::

<Ens_Myrthael> 
	::looks at her console::

<Susan> 
	ACTION: The CO's kick sinks deep into the Founder's form, and 
throws both off balance and crashing to the floor.  

<OPS-Anari> 
FCO:  All systems are up and functioning.  I am beginning a level 5 diagnostic on them now.

<CO_VanSickle> 
	@::scrambles to feet first and heads to controls::

<OPS-Anari> 
	:: Begins the diagnostic. ::

<Susan> 
ACTION:  The shuttle continues on an erratic course directly for the asteroid field.  Time to impact 2 minutes.	

<FCO_Vince> 
	*CEO*:  Excellent!  Do we have our full warp capability?

<CO_VanSickle> 
	@Computer: Give me helm control!

<Founder> 
@::He does his best to regain his equilibrium, and dives at the Captain, still in a semi-solid floor, attempting to catch hold of the Captain, and disable him. He reaches for pressure points and tries to use them to knock the Terran unconscious::

<CIV_Russ_Horn>
::locks tractor beam onto the shuttle hoping to slow it before it careens into an asteroid.

<XO_AQilla_Horn> 
@CSO:  Look at that!  I'm going to try and lock on a tractor beam.

<CEO_Tom_Kellenway> 
	*FCO*: Put her to the floor, sir.

<CSO_Turnbull> 
	@XO: No, you'll drain the warp field of velocity!

<FCO_Vince> 
	Myrthael:  Engage pursuit course.  Maximum Warp!

<OPS-Anari> 
:: Sends a message to all repair teams the core has been re-installed.  Advises to be careful when working on conduits and secondary power couplings. ::

<FCO_Vince> 
	*CEO*:  Thank you Lieutenant.

<CTO_Nmbarri> 
::arrives at the main bridge, exits TL and takes position at tactical::

<Founder> 
@CO: You will... not... succeed... ::Struggling to keep the Captain from the controls, and to suppress him::

<CO_VanSickle> 
	@::finds it tough to move:: Computer: All stop!  Now!

<XO_AQilla_Horn> 
	@CSO:  I have a lock.  Energizing.  ::begins transport::


<Susan> 
ACTION:  The CO falls away from the Founder, throwing him further off balance.

<Ens_Myrthael> 
FCO: Aye sir. ::she moves her fingers across her console setting a pursuit course at maximum warp::

<CSO_Turnbull> 
	@XO:  If you can lock onto the captain...  ::hopes::

<CMO_Garta> 
::enters her office and orders the computer to notify her when the analysis is done in the lab::

<CO_VanSickle> 
@::braces self as falls onto the deck again, rolls and pops up onto feet::

<CSO_Turnbull> 
	@XO:  Have we got him?

<Susan> 
	<Computer> CO: Unable to comply, system overrides unavailable.


<CEO_Tom_Kellenway> 
::sends his DCP throughout the ship to finish previous repairs, and to ensure the existing ones will hold::

<CTO_Nmbarri> 
	FCO: Lt. what is our situation and status?

<FCO_Vince> 
	::turns around::  CTO:  Glad your back

<CTO_Nmbarri> 
	::nods at the FCO::

<OPS-Anari> 
	:: Moves over to the Sciences and slaves that console to OPS. ::

<Founder> 
@::He dives onto the Captain, attempting to use his form as a sort of net, trying to pin the Terran to the deck plating::

<Susan>
ACTION: The tractor beam takes effect, slowing Horn’s shuttle, but only after slowing the CO’s shuttle long enough for the other team’s attempt at transport.

<CO_VanSickle> 
@Computer: Send a distress signal to any trailing ship or shuttle!

<CO_VanSickle> 
	@::sidesteps the attempt::

<OPS-Anari> 
:: Routes additional power to sensors and begins to look for the shuttles. ::

<FCO_Vince> 
CTO:  We are currently catching up to the shuttles.  We just got our warp core reinstalled.  There's still a possibility of further infiltrators or at least sabotage on board.

<FCO_Vince> 
	CTO:  And we're going to get the Captain back!

<Susan> 
ACTION:  The transport takes effect, whisking the CO off of the lead shuttle, just before it impacts into a nearby asteroid.

<CSO_Turnbull> 
@XO:  Have we got the Captain?  ::ready to fire at whatever materializes if he has to::

<FCO_Vince> 
	Myrthael:  Time to overtake?

<OPS-Anari> 
	:: Hears her console beep it's completion of the diagnostic. ::

<CTO_Nmbarri> 
FCO: I have all my security teams on hi alert, and we are still under founder protocols.

<CO_VanSickle> 
	@::finds self on shuttle with the XO and CSO::

<Ens_Myrthael> 
::looks at her console not really having to do anything but she tries to stay occupied::

<FCO_Vince> 
	CTO:  Good.

<CTO_Nmbarri> 
	FCO: Good, let's get the CO back where he belongs.

<XO_AQilla_Horn> 
	@::looks back:: CO:  Welcome aboard, Captain.  ::grins::

<OPS-Anari> 
	:: Punches a few buttons to bring up long range sensors. ::

<CO_VanSickle> 
	@XO/CSO: Commanders!  What a sight for sore eyes!

<XO_AQilla_Horn> 
	@CSO:  Take us back to the Scorpius, Commander.


<FCO_Vince> 
	OPS:  What's it look like up ahead?

<CSO_Turnbull> 
	@::trains phaser at the CO::  CO:  Sir, I apologize for this...

<OPS-Anari> 
	FCO:  I'm not getting anything yet, sir.  I'm still scanning....

<CO_VanSickle> 
	@CSO: What?

<CIV_Russ_Horn>
::watches the debris from the shuttle scatter before altering course::

<Ens_Myrthael> 
	::looks at her console:: FCO: 12 minutes sir.

<CSO_Turnbull> 
Computer:  Return us to the Scorpius, Warp 4.  ::draws a dagger from his belt::  CO:  I need to see if you are...you.

<XO_AQilla_Horn> 
@*CIV*:  AQilla to Horn.  We have the Captain.  We are returning to the Scorpius.

<Susan> 
ACTION:  The two shuttles reverse course away from the asteroid field.

<CO_VanSickle> 
	@CSO: S'Toran!  Put that dagger away!  Get a med kit!

<FCO_Vince> 
	CTO:  Open a channel to the other shuttles

<CIV_Russ_Horn> 
	@::Sets course back to the Scorpius::

<OPS-Anari> 
	FCO:  There is an asteroid field ahead...

<CTO_Nmbarri> 
	COMM Shuttles:  Shuttle crafts, this is the Scorpius.

<FCO_Vince> 
	OPS:  Range?

<OPS-Anari> 
FCO: I have the two shuttles...and debris from perhaps the third shuttle.

<XO_AQilla_Horn> 
	@COMM:CTO:  Go ahead, Lt.


<CSO_Turnbull> 
@CO:  Aye, Captain.  ::puts the dagger away without moving the phaser an inch::  You'll find a medkit right behind you.  Please give it to the exec.

<OPS-Anari> 
:: Punches a few buttons... ::   FCO:  I'll have that in a just a moment, sir.

<CTO_Nmbarri> 
	FCO: Lt.  I have the XO on the COMM.

<FCO_Vince> 
COMM:  XO:  Commander.  We're a few minutes away.  What's your status?

<OPS-Anari> 
FCO:  We're about 11 minutes out from the asteriod and shuttles sir.

<CO_VanSickle> 
@CSO: If I were a founder, would that then contaminate it?  XO: AQilla, could you grab that kit behind me?

<XO_AQilla_Horn> 
@COMM: FCO: We have retrieved the Captain and are returning to the ship.  Status of repairs, Lt?

<CSO_Turnbull> 
@CO:  A valid point.  ::hand never wavers::  XO:  If you could, please sir?

<OPS-Anari> 
FCO:  Major systems are back online...there are some secondary systems that are being worked on

<XO_AQilla_Horn> 
	@::grabs the kit and gives it the CSO::

<FCO_Vince> 
COMM:  XO:  Warp drive has been reestablished.  All systems are optimal at this time.  How is the Captain?

<XO_AQilla_Horn> 
	@COMM: FCO:  I'll let you know in a minute, Lt.

<FCO_Vince> 
	::looks at his panel a bit::

<CSO_Turnbull> 
@::takes two hypos out and readies them with the same hand, as teh other is still holding the phaser::

<CO_VanSickle> 
	@::waits for CSO to take blood samples from him::


<CEO_Tom_Kellenway> 
	::tries to get those few remaining pesky systems back online::

<Ens_Myrthael> 
	::pays attention to the helm::

<OPS-Anari> 
:: Continues to punch a few buttons to balance the power to various systems. ::

<CSO_Turnbull> 
@XO:  If you wish me to do this, you'll have to cover the CO, sir.

<FCO_Vince> 
	COMM:  XO:  And where's the Founder?

<OPS-Anari> 
	*CEO*  Anari to Kellenway

<XO_AQilla_Horn> 
@CSO:  By all means.  ::goes to the weapons locker and draws a phaser, pointing it at the CO::

<CEO_Tom_Kellenway> 
	*OPS*: Kellenway here, sir.

<OPS-Anari> 
	*CEO*  The transporters in the cargo bays are still down, sir.

<CSO_Turnbull> 
	@COMM: Scorpius: FCO:  Please standby one, Mister Vince.

<CSO_Turnbull> 
@::rapidly samples two different places on the CO and verifies the blood samples::

<FCO_Vince> 
	::wonders what's going on out there::

<CO_VanSickle> 
@XO/CSO: I hope you both don't take this long with your decisions if you both were unsuccessful with my rescue.

<Susan> 
ACTION:  Anari receives an incoming transmission from Starbase 366 routed for the Commanding Officer. Text only, secure.

<CEO_Tom_Kellenway> 
	*OPS*: I'm on it. A few systems that dont like me right now.

<CMO_Garta> 
	::receives the computer's notice and heads back to the lab::

<OPS-Anari> 
	FCO:  I have an incoming message for the Commanding Officer, sir.

<FCO_Vince> 
	OPS:  For Captain Vansickle personally?  Or just for the CO?

<CSO_Turnbull> 
@CO:  Well, no offence, sir, but the dagger would have had this over with.  Vials are not a good measure, because founders can cook those tests.  Dripping blood can't be faked as easily.

<CEO_Tom_Kellenway> 
::runs a diagnostic on the cargo bay transporters, and of the power systems to the cargo bays::

<XO_AQilla_Horn> 
	@::looks at the CSO:: CSO:  Well?  Is he the CO?

<OPS-Anari> 
	FCO:  Commanding officer, sir.  It's not a Code 47 message.

<CO_VanSickle> 
	@CSO: I hate knives.

<CMO_Garta> 
	::enters the lab and begins studying the results::

<FCO_Vince> 
	OPS:  On speakers

<Ens_Myrthael> 
	::looks at her console still acting like she is busy::

<CSO_Turnbull> 
@CO:  Understood Captain.  You are who you appear to be.  I apologize for the necessity.

<CO_VanSickle> 
	@CSO: No need.  Put me on with the ship.

<OPS-Anari> 
	FCO:  It's text only, sir.

<CSO_Turnbull> 
@::returns to controls of the shuttle and patches the CO through to the ship:: CO:  Channel open, sir.

<FCO_Vince> 
	OPS:  Send it to my console, then, please

<Ens_Myrthael> 
	::looks at the FCO curious::

<OPS-Anari> 
	:: Sends the message to the CO's chair. ::

<FCO_Vince> 
	::reads the message::


<CSO_Turnbull> 
@::arcs the trajectory of the shuttle to bring it up smoothly but minimize time outside the shield radius of the Scorpius::

<CO_VanSickle> 
@*FCO*: Lieutenant, this is the captain.  I'm alive and well, thanks to the quick thinking of Commanders AQilla and Russ Horn and Cmdr. Turnbull.

<FCO_Vince> 
COMM:  CO:  It's great to here your voice, Sir.  We look forward to your return.  

<CIV_Russ_Horn> 
	@::Lands his shuttle back in the bay::

<CO_VanSickle> 
	@*FCO*: How's my ship?

<CMO_Garta> 
	::compares her findings to that of 3 months ago::

<Susan> 
ACTION:  The message is a reply from Captain Tyler-Turnbull acknowledging the move of Jarak to a secure area, and a warning of possible Founder's being on board.  New orders are to examine each person on board by multiple blood screenings.

<FCO_Vince> 
	COMM:  CO:  It's in good shape, Sir

<CEO_Tom_Kellenway> 
::frowns as he gets the results of his diagnostics:: *OPS*: Kellenway to bridge?

<FCO_Vince> 
	::saves the message and uploads it to the Ready Room::

<CO_VanSickle> 
@*FCO*: Has Capt. Tyler-Turnbull acknowledged my request for her to move the Jarak prisoner?

<OPS-Anari> 
	*CEO*  Anari here, sir.

<Ens_Myrthael> 
	::waits at helm wanting to know what is going on::

<CSO_Turnbull> 
	@CO/XO:  We are 2 minutes out, present approach vectors.  

<FCO_Vince> 
COMM:  CO:  Aye Sir.  In fact, we just now got the message.  I've saved it to your RR.  It also mentions multiple blood screenings

<CO_VanSickle> 
	@*FCO*: I'll read it and reply when I get aboard.

<CEO_Tom_Kellenway> 
*OPS*: I regret to inform you the cargo transporters really hate me. The problem is the recent power surges we had fried the power transfer matrices for the cargo transporters. Entire relay will have to be replaced. Couple hours at most.

<FCO_Vince> 
Myrthael:  Once the shuttles are in range, take up to impulse power.

<FCO_Vince> 
	COMM:  CO:  Acknowledged.  We can receive you in shuttlebay 2.

<OPS-Anari> 
:: Nods as she receives the information from the CEO. ::   CEO:  Thank you for the information sir.  Do you need any of from my department to assist with replacing the relays?

<Ens_Myrthael> 
	FCO: Aye sir. ::brings the ship to impulse::

<CEO_Tom_Kellenway> 
*OPS*: No, I think we can handle it. Unless you can speed up time for us…

<CO_VanSickle> 
	@*FCO*: See you in a few.  VanSickle out.

<CEO_Tom_Kellenway> 
	::sets a crew to work on the necessary part replacements::

<CMO_Garta> 
::sees the differences in the findings and calls for a medical staff meeting::

<XO_AQilla_Horn> 
	@::looks at the CO:: CO:  It is good to have you back, Sir.

<OPS-Anari> 
*CEO*  Sorry, can't change the laws of phyics.  Let me know when they are up.  Anari out.

<FCO_Vince> 
	*SBC*:  Jorgansen, prepare to receive the shuttles.  Bridge out.

<CSO_Turnbull> 
@XO/CO:  I heard that.  We are on final approach now.  This is your Flight Control Officer speaking, thank you for flying Scorpius airlines... ::grins::

<CO_VanSickle> 
	@XO: Good to be back.

<Susan> 
	Action: Both shuttles arrive safely back on the Scorpius.

<CTO_Nmbarri> 
::remembers the CO calling for Jarak to be sent to solitary confinement, then suddenly realizes that wont be enough::

<CEO_Tom_Kellenway> 
	*OPS*: You'll be my first call.

<OPS-Anari> 
	:: Punches a few buttons to balance power to a few systems. ::

<Susan> 
	<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<< Pause Mission >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>



